
At School 601 

Chapter 601: Night Attack 

“With George around, if anyone approaches us, he’ll notice,” Carl said. 

Seeing this, Helena sighed helplessly and didn’t argue. The person in charge of this mission was Carl, so 

she could only listen to him. 

Lei sat at the dining table not far away and drank his wine without a word, as if he did not care about 

what the others said. 

Carl and George were talking in low voices while staring at the computer screen. Helena found it boring 

and stood up to walk towards Lei. “Pour me a glass.” 

Lei looked up and said nothing. He only handed a glass to Helena. 

Carl looked at the half-filled bottle of brandy that Lei had drunk alone and couldn’t help but frown. “Lei, 

you drank too much.” 

However, as soon as Carl finished speaking, the three people in the room, except for Lei, paused at the 

same time. Their professional intuition told them that a dangerous aura was approaching them. 

Only Lei, who had blue hair, was still sitting there expressionlessly drinking. He raised his head and 

downed another glass of brandy. 

George quickly cut out the hotel’s surveillance camera and saw everything from the lobby to the 

elevator and the corridor outside the room. 

There was no one suspicious. 

In the next second, they turned to the floor-to-ceiling window in the room at the same time. Outside the 

window, six flying people with steel wires tied to their waists descended from the sky and swooped 

down at an extremely fast speed. 

Swish! Swish! Swish! 

Three steel needles as thick as fingers pierced through the glass and went straight for the sofa in the 

living room. Three holes instantly appeared in the floor-to-ceiling window. Then, the six people kicked 

the glass window together. With a whoosh, the huge glass mirror shattered and shattered into pieces. 

The other party rolled on the ground. When he stood up again, there was a gun in his hand. 

Bang! 

Bang! Bang! 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

Gunshots suddenly exploded. It was such a blatant attack. They did not even use silencers. 

Carl and the rest had long found cover. This situation was too sudden. Even he did not expect to 

encounter a surprise attack in the suite on the top floor of the hotel. 



Could it be that Helena was right and that the other party already knew their whereabouts? 

However, they were all experienced outlaws. Even in the face of this scene, their expressions did not 

change. When they looked at Lei again, he was still sitting in his seat. 

Bullets rained down on him, but none of them hit him. 

The men in black looked at each other in shock. At this distance, their shots would not miss. 

However, it was not that they had a problem with their marksmanship. Instead, under the slow-motion 

scene, when the bullets approached Lei, they automatically changed direction. 

Blue airflow that was invisible to the naked eye was flowing around him. 

Carl, who was hiding behind the sofa, and Helena, who was hiding behind the wine cabinet, looked at 

each other and exchanged professional gestures. In the next second, Carl suddenly darted out from 

behind the sofa, and six gun holes shot at him mercilessly. 

At the same time that Carl rolled and crawled to avoid them, a fiery red shadow instantly leaped into the 

air. The men in black turned to their target and found that the fiery red shadow was just a pajama. 

Without waiting for a reaction, Helena jumped up in a bikini and stomped on the chair to borrow 

strength. Her slender figure attacked quickly, and she kicked one of the men in black in a flying manner.. 

Chapter 602: Have to Act Quickly 

The man in black flew out and crashed into the edge of the broken floor-to-ceiling window, almost 

falling from the thirty-second floor. 

Helena didn’t stop. Her figure was charming as she swept her hand across the ground and picked up the 

broken glass on the ground. 

She turned around and flung the broken glass like a hidden weapon. Two of them could not dodge in 

time and were hit between the eyebrows. They instantly died. 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

The other party reacted and fired several shots at Helena’s position. However, Helena’s reaction was 

faster. She jumped and rolled, entering the bunker. 

In just a single exchange, a woman had killed two and injured one from the other party of six. 

A blue-haired monster was also present in the room, and though he had been sitting there motionlessly, 

they could not aim a single shot at him. It was terrifying. 

“Retreat!” 

One of them gave the order decisively. When the others heard this, they crazily aimed shots as they 

jumped down from the window to escape. 

Seeing this, Carl and the rest walked out from behind the bunker. The room was in a mess, and two 

dead people were lying on the ground. 



“I told you. Long delays lead to trouble.” Helena had just used her pajamas as bait. At this moment, she 

was only wearing her underwear to cover her body. She couldn’t help but frown at the scene in front of 

her. 

“Lei, why did you let them escape just now?” George looked at Lei with displeasure in his tone. 

Lei sipped another glass of wine. He seemed to be a little tipsy, and his tone was a little dazed. “Didn’t 

you say that you won’t let me attack freely?” 

Therefore, he sat there and watched the show. 

“Now is not the time to talk about this.” George looked at them and said, “We can’t stay here for long. 

We have to leave immediately!” 

“Someone’s coming up!” Through the surveillance footage on the computer screen, George saw that 

five to six people in guard uniforms were already taking the elevator to the top floor. 

Three minutes later, the door was opened from the outside. The glass window of the suite had been 

shattered, and there were clear bloodstains and bullet holes in the room. It was obvious that an intense 

battle had happened. 

These security guards were all hotel security guards and had never seen such a scene. They initially 

thought that the floor-to-ceiling window wouldn’t shatter, but who knew that such a thing would 

happen? 

However, other than a mess, the room was empty. They found no one. Even the two corpses that should 

have been on the ground were gone. 

Carl and the rest used high-altitude steel wires to jump down from the thirty-second floor. After landing, 

they threw the two corpses into a bush in a dark corner. 

George quickly started a car by the road. They got in and sped away. 

In the car, Carl’s expression was gloomy. He believed he had been sufficiently secretive after entering 

Baiyun City for the past few days, but they were still discovered. 

“We can’t stay in Baiyun City for long. We have to take action as soon as possible,” Carl said. 

… 

At midnight, in Ji Haoyu’s solitary villa in Haicheng District. 

The three men in black stood side by side with serious expressions. Ji Haoyu was dressed in gray and 

white home clothes as he sat on the sofa. No one could tell if he was happy or angry from his 

expression. His long fingers were tapping the arm of the sofa. 

The pressure was slightly lowered, but since Ji Haoyu said nothing, the three men in black didn’t dare to 

say anything. 

After a long time, Ji Haoyu slowly exhaled. He looked up at them and said, “You’re saying that there’s a 

person sitting there without moving, but you can’t hurt him at all?” 



Ji Haoyu did not take the failure of the surprise attack to heart. After all, the other party was definitely 

someone with some ability. 

However, he was a little concerned about the blue-haired man they were talking about.. 

Chapter 603: Kidnapping People on the Street 

 

The man in black in charge of the night attack nodded and said respectfully, “Yes, Master. That person is 

strange. We were only five meters away from him. It was impossible for the bullets to miss.” 

When they thought of that scene, they couldn’t help but break out in a cold sweat. If they hadn’t seen it 

with their own eyes, they wouldn’t have believed it. 

However, when Ji Haoyu heard this, the corners of his lips slowly curled up into a meaningful smile. 

“I understand.” As if not planning to say anything, Ji Haoyu raised his hand, indicating that they could 

leave. 

After they left, Ji Haoyu sat alone on the sofa in the living room and fell into deep thought. 

It had been two years, but this day had finally arrived… 

He had never relaxed, so from the moment the other party entered Baiyun City, he had completely 

grasped their whereabouts. 

The night attack today was only to test the other party’s strength, but his people had underestimated 

their enemy. 

No emotions could be seen in his deep eyes. An invisible aura shrouded Ji Haoyu, coupled with the 

endless night sky outside the window behind him, he was like an emperor in the dark—cold, and fierce. 

… 

The next morning, Jian Ai received a call from Ji Haoxue. 

She was a little surprised, but it was expected. If they didn’t contact each other at all, there would have 

been no need to exchange contact details in the first place. However, Jian Ai didn’t expect the call to 

come so quickly. 

Ji Haoxue did not invite Jian Ai to the Ji family’s mansion immediately. Instead, she invited her to Baiyun 

Square for milk tea in the afternoon. 

Since Jian Ai was free, she gladly headed out. Si Yuehan followed her as usual. 

During the summer break, the place with the most people in Baiyun City was the landmark Baiyun 

Square. Jian Ai and Si Yuehan arrived twenty minutes early and waited in the seats beside the artificial 

fountain. 

The weather was somewhat hot, and there were people everywhere. Just looking at them made one 

feel even hotter. 



“Si Yue, buy two ice creams.” Jian Ai looked behind Si Yuehan and pointed. 

Si Yuehan turned around and saw a dessert house not far away. There was a queue outside, and they 

were all buying ice cream. 

Si Yuehan nodded and stood up to walk over. 

“Xiao Ai!” 

A surprised voice sounded behind Jian Ai. Jian Ai turned around and felt delighted. “Brother Wu Bi!” 

Wu Bi was wearing a sleeveless vest, a pair of flowery pants, and flip-flops. His entire outfit differed 

from usual. It was obvious that he was out shopping. 

Beside him stood an exquisite and beautiful foreign girl. It was none other than Xing Li. 

“Hi, hello!” When Xing Li saw Jian Ai, she took the initiative to greet her without Wu Bi’s introduction. 

Jian Ai smiled. “Hello.” 

Then she looked at Wu Bi and asked, “Brother Wu Bi, is this your friend?” 

Wu Bi nodded. “She came from abroad. I’m taking her around.” 

Jian Ai understood. No wonder Brother Wu Bi was dressed like that today. 

“Sister Xiao Ai!” 

As they were talking, Ji Haoxue’s cheerful voice suddenly came from the opposite side of the road. Jian 

Ai immediately looked up and saw Ji Haoxue standing by the road opposite her in a white dress, waving 

at her. 

However, before Jian Ai could respond, a black business car suddenly dashed out and stopped in front of 

Ji Haoxue. 

“Ah!” 

After a scream, the other party pulled Ji Haoxue into the car and drove off! 

Chapter 604: Kidnapped! 

 

This scene happened in an instant. The whole thing happened so suddenly that even Jian Ai couldn’t 

even react. Even the surrounding crowd didn’t know what had happened, but it was already over. 

After coming back to her senses, Jian Ai couldn’t care less about anything else. She quickly rushed to an 

unlocked bicycle by the road and jumped on it. She exerted strength under her feet and the bicycle 

whooshed out. 

Wu Bi and Xing Li looked at each other with surprise in their eyes. What had happened just now 

naturally did not escape their eyes. However, they were shocked that someone dared to drag her into 

the car and take her away in broad daylight and in public. 



Wu Bi was worried about Jian Ai. He raised his feet and was about to chase after her when he saw Xing 

Li frown at him. “You’re not planning to chase after them like this, are you? How are you going to chase 

them?” 

Wu Bi looked down at the slippers on his feet and couldn’t help but support his forehead in frustration. 

Not to mention slippers, but even if he was wearing sneakers, he could not chase after a car that was 

running at full speed. 

Seeing this, Xing Li sighed and said, “I think we should wait here for a while. She won’t be able to catch 

up on her bicycle. Perhaps she’ll be back soon.” 

This was also basic knowledge. A bicycle could not catch up to a car. 

Wu Bi also felt that Xing Li’s suggestion was reasonable and immediately nodded. However, he looked 

uneasily in the direction where Jian Ai had disappeared. 

Si Yuehan, who was supposed to line up outside the dessert house to buy ice cream, had already 

disappeared. 

The black car sped along like a black shadow. Even on the busy main road, there was no sign of 

deceleration. 

Soon, the surrounding scenery changed from a prosperous cityscape to a more desolate one. The car 

was driving in the direction outside Baiyun City. 

Ji Haoxue was sitting in the backseat, sandwiched between two burly foreign men on the left and right. 

Her petite body was curled up slightly like a little rabbit, and panic had filled her face. 

Even if she had never experienced such a thing, it was easy for her to know in this situation that 

someone had kidnapped her! 

If not for the black cloth covering her mouth, she would have screamed uncontrollably. 

“We’ve been planning for a few days, but in the end, we took action in this way.” Helena sat in the last 

row and leaned back in her seat with her arms crossed. She said unhappily, “Carl, is this what you meant 

by not wanting to alert the enemy and cause too much of a commotion?” 

Helena’s tone was questioning, and it was obvious that she felt a dissatisfaction with the sorry state of 

this mission. 

What kind of situation was easier to notice than kidnapping someone on the street? 

Carl’s expression was not good. If there was a second solution, he naturally would not choose this. 

However, they had already been discovered. What happened last night would attract the attention of 

the Chinese police, so they could not stay in Baiyun City anymore. They could only take the risk today 

and complete the mission in this way. 

In short, no matter what method they used, achieving the goal of the mission was the most important. 



At this moment, the car had already arrived in the suburbs of Baiyun City. George, who was driving, 

frowned slightly and said with uncertainty, “Why do I feel our car speed is getting slower?” 

Chapter 605: The Crazy Jian Ai 

 

“What do you mean?” Carl looked at George from the back and asked in a puzzled tone. 

George’s gaze landed on the car plate on his right. It showed that the speed had reached one hundred 

and ten mph. However, from the scenery outside the window, it was obvious that the speed had not 

reached the normal speed. 

Moreover, George was very certain that it was not an illusion. The car had inexplicably slowed down. 

Did something happen to the car? 

Before George and the rest could figure it out, Lei’s calm voice came from behind the driver’s seat. 

“There’s someone chasing after us.” 

George and Carl froze and glanced in the rearview mirror. 

They couldn’t see anything in the rear mirror on the left, so they looked at the rear mirror on the right at 

the same time. Helena, who was in the last row, turned her head and looked out through the glass at 

the back. 

About forty to fifty meters behind them, they saw two bicycles chasing after them at an exaggerated 

speed. The speed had already exceeded everyone’s understanding of a bicycle’s speed. They could not 

help but widen their eyes as their gazes landed on a young girl on the bicycle. 

Jian Ai’s body was suspended in the air, and she stomped on the pedal like a tiger. Her feet seemed to 

have a movie effect, and her speed was so fast that the naked eye could not capture her movements. It 

was simply stunning. 

Of course, the difference in speed between a bicycle and a car was irreversible. Even if Jian Ai kicked the 

bicycle into the air, she should not have been able to keep track of the car long ago. 

However, Jian Ai was holding the handle of the bicycle with one hand and opening her fingers with the 

other. Her palm was facing the car in front of her. 

Her current mental cultivation techniques were indeed not good enough, and she could not even 

control the liquid in a glass of water. Fortunately, controlling solids was the most basic foundation of 

mental cultivation techniques, and she had already grasped a certain level of control. 

Even if she could not stop the car at full speed, she could control the speed of the car to prevent herself 

from being left behind. 

This was the reason the car had slowed down. 

The expressions on the faces of Carl and the rest had some sort of fascination with what they were 

seeing. They all looked as if they had seen a monster. 



“George, accelerate!” Carl immediately ordered. 

However, when George stepped on the accelerator, he realized that the speed of the car did not 

increase. Instead, it seemed to have slowed down. 

What the hell? 

What the hell was this lousy car!? 

Obviously, even if Jian Ai, who was chasing after them, had surprised them, they did not associate the 

car’s speed reduction with the girl behind them. They only felt that something was wrong with the car. 

Only Lei looked at the tender-looking girl behind the car with his blue eyes through the rearview mirror. 

His eyes flickered with a faint, probing look. 

Jian Ai’s feet were madly pedaling like clockwork. The wheels of the bicycle rubbed against the ground, 

and sparks started to appear. If an ordinary person saw this scene, their jaws would drop. 

Fortunately, there were no other cars on the road. 

The car was slowing down, and Jian Ai’s bicycle was chasing madly. The distance was gradually shrinking 

at a visible speed. Helena looked at the person behind her and exclaimed, “She’s almost catching up!” 

When everyone heard this, their gazes simultaneously landed on the bicycle behind them. 

Chapter 606: Burst Tires! 

 

At the same time, Jian Ai suddenly pinched the brakes when the bicycle was accelerating at full speed! 

The bicycle’s head suddenly stopped, and it’s butt stuck out due to inertia, bouncing Jian Ai’s petite body 

out of the way. 

The flying speed was extremely fast. Through the back window, Helena saw a black shadow drawing an 

arc in the sky. In the next second, there was a bang on the roof of the car! 

Jian Ai landed on the roof of the car! 
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“She’s up there!” Helena came back to her senses and exclaimed. The series of actions just now had 

shocked her so much that she couldn’t say anything. She was like a professional international agent. 

Carl and George had obviously heard the sound as well. Without thinking, George turned the steering 

wheel crazily. The car moved like a snake, trying to throw the person on the roof off. 

At this moment, Jian Ai was stuck to the roof of the car like a turtle. The body of the car was extremely 

wide, and with her current limbs’ length, it was impossible for her to grab the sides to maintain her 

balance. Fortunately, there was a protruding piece of metal in front of the roof. Jian Ai gripped this 

protruding metal tightly with both hands and used her genuine energy to firmly attach herself to the 

roof of the car to prevent herself from being flung out. 



At this moment, the silent Lei frowned. This difficult girl, who appeared out of nowhere, seemed to have 

angered him. He immediately said, “Do you need help?” 

As long as he moved his fingers, he could finish the other party off. However, at the same time, the 

space in the car was too small and could not withstand his seemingly careless attack. His companions 

would probably suffer. 

Fortunately, Carl didn’t lose his mind because of the sudden situation. Hearing this, he quickly shouted, 

“Lei, don’t be rash. I’ll resolve it!” 

To avoid Lei blowing himself up while killing the other party, Carl decided to solve the problem in a more 

traditional way. 

As soon as he finished speaking, a gun appeared in his hand. 

They had entered the country from abroad, so they naturally did not bring guns. Moreover, they were 

not people who liked to use guns. The guns in his hands were owned by the two men who died in the 

suite during the night attack last night. 

Through her X-ray vision, Jian Ai saw the situation in the car—Ji Haoxue, whose hands and mouth were 

tied, and also the black gun in Carl’s hand. 

The other party did not plan to be merciful because she was just a weak girl. If Haoxue fell into the 

hands of such a demon, Jian Ai did not need to think that she would not have a good ending. 

Before Carl could load his gun, Jian Ai suddenly slapped the roof of the car with both hands. The genuine 

energy in her sea of vital energy instantly burst out and passed through her hands to the car. Then, 

through the metal on the car, it reached the four tires. 
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Bang! 

An explosive sound rang out. It was not a gunshot, but the sound of tires bursting. 

An ear-piercing sound suddenly exploded, and the car spun uncontrollably. After using that move, Jian 

Ai’s body relaxed slightly, and she was instantly flung away. 

Her body hit the trunk of a poplar tree by the road, and then she hit the ground with a bang. 

“Pfft…” 

Jian Ai felt as if her internal organs were about to shatter.. A metallic taste came from her throat, and 

she immediately spat out a mouthful of blood. 

Chapter 607: What Should She Do? 

 

She looked up and saw the car with the tires spinning out of control towards the paddy field outside the 

road. Only then did Jian Ai realize she had gone overboard. If the car flipped sideways, Haoxue would be 

in danger. 



However, what happened just now was also a helpless action. If she didn’t do that, not only would the 

car not stop, but she would also be beaten into a sieve by the other party’s gun. 

Raising her hand, Jian Ai wanted to use her mental cultivation techniques to control the car, but she 

realized she couldn’t exert any strength at all. 

The car was still in a mess. 

The tires exploded suddenly, and no one was prepared. Other than George, who was in the driver’s seat, 

the rest of the people did not put on their seat belts. As the car spun around, they felt dizzy. 

In the panic, Carl shouted, “Lei, make it stop!” 

As soon as he finished speaking, the uncontrollable car stopped. Less than half a meter away from the 

car was a two-meter-tall giant rock. 

The car halted, and Jian Ai saw this scene not far away. She forced herself to get up from the ground and 

casually wiped the blood at the corner of her mouth. She staggered forward. 

At this point, although she lost her ability to fight for a moment, it was impossible for her to escape. 

First, with her current condition, she could not escape. 

Second, she could not abandon Haoxue, even if the two of them had just become friends. 

At this moment, they had already reached the northern suburbs of Baiyun City. It was the most desolate 

suburb outside Baiyun City. They would enter the forest in about twenty kilometers. 

Standing ten meters away from the car, Jian Ai looked at the slowly opening car door and saw foreign 

men getting out of the car, one after another, with messy hair. 

The last was a beautiful Western woman with a proud figure. 

Ji Haoxue was sandwiched under Carl’s armpit. Her hands were tied, and her mouth was sealed with a 

black cloth. Her eyes were filled with tears, and her face seemed to be pale from the shock just now. 

Seeing the sorry Jian Ai, Ji Haoxue instantly teared up. She looked at Jian Ai with guilt, heartache, and 

despair, and she whimpered from time to time. 

She could not turn around in the car just now and could not see the rearview mirror. She did not know 

what had happened and could only hear from these foreigners that someone was chasing after the car. 

However, Ji Haoxue did not expect that the person who tried her best to save her was Sister Xiao Ai. 

Jian Ai bent over slightly. Her face was covered in mud, and there were traces of blood at the corners of 

her mouth. She held her aching chest with one hand and looked at the people in front of her with a 

slight gasp. 

Seeing that Haoxue was safe and sound, she could not help but heave a sigh of relief. At the same time, 

she was thinking about what she should do next. 

Intense pain came from her limbs and bones. She tried to gather genuine energy with her hands, but she 

could only gather an insignificant amount. It was not enough to deal with four people at the same time. 



Carl and the rest also looked at Jian Ai angrily. Only Lei had a prying look in his anger. 

They were all top international mercenary killers, but today, a young girl disrupted their plans and 

almost overturned their car. 

They did not know how this girl had done everything just now, but they knew that if Lei had not saved 

them at the last moment, the consequences would have been unimaginable. 

Chapter 608: I’m Very Interested in Her 

 

“Let me finish her!” 

Helena’s expression was cold as she stood up with a sharp dagger in her hand. 

The blade of the dagger was suffused with a faint cold light that was especially dazzling under the 

sunlight! 

“Wuwuwu… Wuwu…” 

When Ji Haoxue saw the dagger in Helena’s hand, she suddenly struggled with all her might. Her tears 

poured out like a broken dam, and her eyes were filled with pleading. 

She seemed to say, “I’ll go with you. Please don’t hurt Sister Xiao Ai!” 

However, Ji Haoxue’s strength was not worth mentioning in front of Carl. No matter how her feet kicked 

around, Carl stood there without moving. 

Seeing that no one objected, Helena couldn’t help but smile in a bloodthirsty manner. She walked 

towards the weak Jian Ai. 

“Take her away with us!” 

At this moment, Lei suddenly said calmly. 

Helena stopped in her tracks and a look of surprise flashed across her eyes. She turned around and said 

in disbelief, “Lei, you’re taking her with you?” 

Lei’s expression changed slightly, but his gaze on Jian Ai was deeper. Hearing this, he said calmly, “I’m 

very interested in her.” 

Helena immediately took a deep breath and rolled her eyes before turning to Carl. 

Carl also frowned. Although he was very reluctant to object to anything Lei did, the situation was 

different now. He had to remind him, “Lei, our car is scrapped. It’s hard enough to bring the mission 

target along. There’s no additional bandwidth to handle unrelated people.” 

Although the girl in front of him did not seem to have the ability to retaliate, when he thought of 

everything that had just happened, he could not help but feel concerned if such a person was brought 

along. 

It was more comforting to kill her. 



“You don’t have to worry. I’ll take her myself.” Lei seemed to have decided to take Jian Ai with him, and 

his tone was unquestionable. 

Carl paused. One could imagine the consequences of offending Lei. 

Since that was the case… 

Nodding, Carl gave Helena a look. Seeing this, Helena sighed and flipped the dagger in her palm a few 

times before stabbing it accurately into the sheath on the waist of her pants. 

She took off the soft outerwear on her body and used it as a rope to tie Jian Ai’s hands like she did to Ji 

Haoxue. 

Jian Ai had heard their words just now. The other party did not kill her immediately, which made her 

heave a sigh of relief. 

As long as she recovered her vitality, she could think of a way to escape with Haoxue. This was on the 

premise that she lived. 

Helena stood in front of Jian Ai and sized her up unkindly. Then, she snorted and said, “Little girl, you’re 

quite capable. It’s good that you didn’t die today. I’ll remember this. I’ll settle it with you in the future!” 

As soon as she finished speaking, she reached out to grab Jian Ai’s arm. 

Unexpectedly, at this moment, Helena felt an extremely dangerous pressure coming at her. The 

surrounding air seemed to have cooled down. 

Before she could react, Helena instinctively crossed her arms in front of her chest and immediately 

assumed a standard defensive posture. 

In the next second, she received a blow to her chest.. The blow was like a thousand kilograms, and 

Helena could not withstand it. It instantly sent her flying backward! 
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Chapter 609: This Person Was Strong! 

 

George was quick and stepped forward, trying to catch Helena. 

However, he underestimated the strength of that attack. Helena’s body crashed into his arms, and she 

flew away with George’s burly body. 

With a bang, the two of them landed in the field, raising a sandstorm. 

Helena felt her arms go numb, and she lost consciousness. She also felt a dull pain in her chest. 

Fortunately, George was her cushion. Otherwise, she would have been injured. 

With a buffer, Helena and George were not too injured. They crawled up from the ground covered in 

dust and looked over at the same time. 



The fierce black figure in front of Jian Ai had a murderous aura over him, as if he was a god of death that 

had walked out of the dark night. 

Who else could it be but Si Yuehan? 
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Jian Ai was delighted and blurted out, “How did you find us?” 
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She followed the other party’s car out of the city and chased them here. If Jian Ai didn’t remember 

wrongly, Si Yuehan should have gone to buy ice cream for her. Why would he rush over to save her life 

at such a critical moment? 

Si Yuehan raised his right hand expressionlessly. He was holding a phone. 

Bai Zhou’s anxious voice came from the receiver. “Boss! Boss! Are you okay?” 

Jian Ai smiled and understood! 

With Bai Zhou’s abilities as a prophet, he could sense the people from the ancient sect. Si Yuehan must 

have contacted Bai Zhou at the first moment and brought himself to her according to Bai Zhou’s 

instructions. 

Therefore, Bai Zhou was not as useless as he said. This prophet’s ability could save lives at critical 

moments! 

Helena and George walked to Carl’s and Lei’s side. Although it was just a blow just now, Helena was 

clearly afraid of Si Yuehan’s powerful strength. 

“This boy is so powerful,” Helena whispered. 

They did not even see a trace of this person just now. The other party’s attack was already in place. If 

not for the powerful aura on the other party’s body that made Helena sense it, the kick would have 

landed on her chest. 

She would probably have died from that kick. 

First, it was a young lady, and now, it was another youth. Moreover, their strengths were terrifying, and 

they revealed a strange aura that caused others to be afraid. 

It was as if… 

With this in mind, Carl couldn’t help but have goosebumps. He immediately looked at Lei. 

Could it be that they were also anomalies that existed in this world, like Lei? 

“How confident do you think you are to deal with the four of us alone?!” George looked at Si Yuehan 

and said coldly. 

Obviously, Jian Ai’s situation was not within their consideration. 



Therefore, in George’s eyes, even if the black-robed youth in front of him was powerful, he might not be 

able to withstand the three of them joining forces. 

Furthermore, there was still Lei. They would not lose! 

Killing one was the same. Killing two… was also the same! 

However, just as George had finished speaking, the sound of a car engine came from the end of the 

empty road. 

In the blink of an eye, the car had already stopped. 

The car door opened and the first person to get out of the front passenger seat was Xiao Zhen, who was 

covered in a cold aura. Then Chi Yang walked out of the driver’s seat with a stony expression. 

Si Yuehan looked at George expressionlessly and said, “Who said I was alone?” 

Chapter 610: I’ll Kill Them! 

 

Carl and the rest looked at the two people who suddenly appeared, and their hearts could not help but 

sink. They knew that this mission was probably not that easy to complete. 

To them, be it Jian Ai, Si Yuehan, Xiao Zhen, or Chi Yang, they were all unfamiliar faces. However, since 

they had just experienced Si Yuehan’s strength, they could not underestimate Xiao Zhen and Chi Yang—

these two adult men. 

Carl frowned and thought quickly. Was he going to let Lei take action? 

He looked around with his peripheral vision. Although they were at the side of the road, it was remote 

and desolate. If Lei were to take action, there should be no problem. 

Xiao Zhen walked to Jian Ai’s side and stood there. Looking at the struggling Jian Ai and the blood at the 

corner of her mouth, his gloomy eyes suddenly burst out with a fierce glint. He said coldly, “I’ll kill 

them!” 

As soon as he finished speaking, he was already prepared to attack! 

Jian Ai was shocked. She did not expect the usually calm and reserved Xiao Zhen to have such a violent 

side. She reacted and quickly reached out to stop him. 

Xiao Zhen condensed the genuine energy in his hand and turned to look at Jian Ai in confusion, as if 

asking her how she wanted the other party to die. 

In the eyes of the twelve guards, whoever injured the sect master would be killed! 

The murderous intent in his eyes was the same as the aura surrounding Si Yuehan when he appeared 

just now. Jian Ai could feel that as long as she nodded, Xiao Zhen would burn the other party to ashes on 

the spot. 

However, Jian Ai didn’t do that. Instead, she held Xiao Zhen’s wrist comfortingly and said weakly, “Don’t 

be rash.” 



It was not that Jian Ai was afraid, but Haoxue was still in the other party’s hands. She did not chase after 

them with all her might because she wanted to fight to the death with them. Her only goal was to save 

Haoxue. 

Initially, Jian Ai did not think too much about it. However, when she saw that Haoxue had been 

kidnapped, her first reaction was to chase after her. It was instinctive, and there was no reason for it. 

Moreover, she initially thought that it was an ordinary kidnap. Perhaps her family’s private grudge had 

implicated Haoxue, or a group of desperate criminals wanted to extort a huge ransom. 

Unexpectedly, there were four foreigners. 

All of this was not as simple as she thought. Even if Jian Ai had not come into contact with the dark side 

of this world, she knew that there were countless complicated evil forces underground. 

She did not want to provoke these troubles, and she was even more afraid that her rashness would 

implicate the people around her. This was not what she wanted to see. 

When Xiao Zhen heard this, even though he could not calm the anger in his heart, he could only obey 

Jian Ai’s words. He flipped his hand, and the powerful genuine energy instantly dissipated. 

Jian Ai dragged her slightly heavy figure to the front and looked at the frightened Ji Haoxue. She 

revealed a comfortable smile, as if comforting her uneasy emotions. 

Then she turned her gaze to Carl. If her intuition was right, this blond, blue-eyed, white man should be 

their leader. 

Although the blue-haired youth seemed to attract more attention, it was obvious that this blond man 

was the core. 

Jian Ai’s expression darkened as she looked at Carl with a serious expression and said, “Let her go, and 

I’ll let you live.” 

This tone seemed to carry a condescending look, but Jian Ai was not deliberately mystifying.. If the three 

people behind her attacked at the same time, she knew that the other party was not their match. 

 


